No. E(W)2000PS5-1/11

New Delhi, dt. 21.06.2004

The General Manager,
All Indian Railways and
Production Units.

At present, against the column 'Route/Via' in the Privilege/Post
Retirement Complimentary Pass and PTOs issued to serving and retired
railway employees, all the name of Railways are written through with Pass
holder travels. However, with the creation of new Zones it has become
difficult to indicate the name of all the Railways within the space available.
The matter has, therefore, been considered by Board at the instance of
AIRF, and it has been decided that henceforth 'available over IR and KRC'
may be indicated against the column 'Route/Via' in the various kinds of
passes issued.

(P.N. Kumaran)
Dy. Dir. Estt. (Welfare)
Railway Board.